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CNC Plasma Cutting Machines
JINFENG® is the professional China
manufacturer and supplier of CNC
Plasma cutting machines with
affordable price. The CNC Plasma
cutting machines are high performance
plasma cutting machine that is
designed in gantry / portal to integrated
with a cutting table, with one torch
carriage mounting on the girder beam
of portal for precise plasma cutting,
with oxy-fuel cutting as an option.

JINFENG® is the professional China manufacturer and supplier of CNC Plasma cutting
machines with affordable price. The CNC Plasma cutting machines are high performance
plasma cutting machine that is designed in gantry / portal to integrated with a cutting table,
with one torch carriage mounting on the girder beam of portal for precise plasma cutting,
with oxy-fuel cutting as an option.
PSG

CNC Plasma Cutting Machines

For all the CNC Plasma cutting machines that manufactured by JINFENG WELDCUT will
be delivered to End-user with 2 years warranty.
The machines are dual drive with precise linear rails and racks installed on both
longitudinal sides on the body of cutting table to ensure the high quality cutting and
consistency. The cutting table is integrated with the machine gantry to be a wholly system,
which is divided in several ventilation section with control damper valves. The User can
choose to connect table with a fan or filter unit as option.
The machine supports all CAD-CAM interfaces as options. The PSG CNC Plasma cutting
machines are the most advanced thermal cutting machine for steel plates cutting to
increase the productivity for End-users from different industries with simple and easy
installation.

Specifications

Model Working width Rail span Working length Qty of torch carriage
PSG3015 1500mm 2000mm 3000mm 1
PSG4020 2000mm 2500mm 4000mm 1
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PSG6020 2000mm 2500mm 6000mm 1

CNC Plasma Cutting Machines Feature And Application
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1. Support dry Plasma cutting, Plasma marking, Oxy-fuel cutting, CAD-CAM software.
2. Unloading travel speed up to 18m/min.
3. Support different Nesting software that can create cutting program of DIN standard.
4. Simple and easy installation
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